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True Mother’s Message at the Leadership Conference in USA

Hak Ja Han

March 16, 2018
International Peace Education Center
Las Vegas, Nevada. 

     …there are only two True Parents—True Father and True Mother. Thus, it is only by uniting with
them and Heavenly Parent that the nation, and eventually, the world, can be brought back to God. She
then discussed why she chose Senegal as the location for the African Summit, explaining that it shows
her unity with True Father in the spirit world and Heavenly Parent. She ended her message by
showing her faith in the American movement.
The following is an official translation of the speech:

I am pleased to meet you everyone. Please take your seats. Can you see me well? Can you see me
better now?
During this past celebration of Foundation Day, I asked this question: “At this current moment, where
do you stand?” Do you remember this question? Where do you currently stand? Following the fall of
Adam and Eve, God had to lead the undesired providence of salvation through indemnity, the history
of the providence of restoration through indemnity. How arduous and painful must this course have
been that it took 4,000 years until the people of Israel could be raised through this long, historical and
providential dispensation? When the people of Israel laid a foundation at the national level, Heavenly
Parent sent Jesus Christ as promised.

However, what happened to Jesus? Did the people of Israel fulfill their responsibility or not? As a
result, the Old Testament Age became a past [dispensation]. Following Jesus’ crucifixion, Christianity
emerged centering on the revival initiated by the Holy Spirit. In the early days of Christianity,
Christians endured tremendous persecution and martyrdom. However, Jesus prophesized that he
would come again and Christians waited [for the Second Advent] with faith. Through the works of the
Holy Spirit and the efforts of the Apostles, Christianity developed.
Now, I would like to ask you this question: where does the term trinity come from? Catholicism
speaks of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, and in so doing, usually draws a triangle. Who
created this term? Jesus did not speak of the trinity. Originally, God created heaven and earth and he
created all of Heaven and Earth in accordance with His Original Form. Thus, in the mineral world,
we can see plus and minus, among plants, we see stamen and pistil, in the animal world, we can
identify male and female and [Heavenly Parent] created humankind as man and woman.
The birth of any living organism does not begin with the male; birth is possible through the mother.
Looking back at the creation of Heaven and Earth, if Heavenly Parent had the Holy Father, there was
also the Holy Mother [within Heavenly Parent]. Therefore, the current definition of the trinity is
wrong. Within Heavenly Parent is the Holy Father and the Holy Mother, the True Parents. This is how
Heavenly Parent should be explained. Isn’t that so?

Now, the New Testament Age also became an age of the past and through True Parents, we welcomed



the Completed Testament Age. However, even the Completed Testament Age became an age of the
past. In 2013, the Only Begotten Daughter, True Mother proclaimed Foundation Day and the starting
year of Cheon Il Guk. Therefore, we currently do not live in the era of the Completed Testament Age
but in the era of Cheon Il Guk and in order to earn your qualifications as citizen of Cheon Il Guk, you
must fulfill the mission of Heavenly Tribal Messiah. That is the position where you need to stand.

Tribal Messiahship does not end with blessing 430 families. It is when all blessed 430 families also
each complete the blessing of 430 families that a national level foundation capable of expanding to
the world can be established. In so doing, we can realize the long awaited wish of Heavenly Parent
and humanity: the world of one family under the Heavenly Parent. Please understand that looking at
today’s reality, this can be accomplished. Do you understand?

Therefore, with what determination are you living in this present age? With regards to True Parents,
we must make sure that there is no one among all of humanity that does not know about True Parents.
Moreover, the fact that the Only Begotten Daughter, True Mother, is here right now and is leading the
current providence is something all of humanity should know. I am sure you felt this during the
African Summit.

Senegal is not the leading power of Africa; moreover, it is a Muslim nation. Our membership there is
also quite small. In such a nation, however, we were able to host a Summit with heads of state
representing the continent. This was an impossible task. However, I made a firm resolve.

At the time, the leaders of our movement suggested hosting the Summit in a nation with a greater
membership and a nicer external environment. Despite such suggestions, [I remained firm] and said
no. Heaven worked so hard to prepare the righteous individuals for this very moment. In particular, in
the Christian cultural realm, it is not easy to embrace Islam. Now, Senegal is an Islamic nation and
Africa has carried the wounds of slavery for so long. [The former slave port of] Goree Island is close
to the city of Dakar. That is why I resolved to liberate Africa and implement the worldwide
providence of salvation through Africa. This is the reason I chose to host the Summit in Senegal.

The Messiah; all of humanity yearns for the Messiah and the advent of the Messiah should at least
take place at the national level. Unfortunately, 2,000 years ago, even though Heaven worked to
prepare the people of Israel, they failed in their responsibility and Jesus could not stand on a national
level and emerge as the True Parent. Hence, [Jesus] prophesied that he would come again. Therefore,
with regards to Heaven’s providence, when looking at the 2,000 year history of Christianity, what is
more important than the Second Advent of the Messiah, is the advent of the Only Begotten Daughter
who comes from Heaven’s lineage with no relations to Satan, just as Jesus did 2,000 years ago.
Unless the Only Begotten Daughter is born, the returning Messiah cannot advance to the position of
True Parent.

In the gospel of Matthew, it is written that people can be forgiven for slandering the Messiah.
However, whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit cannot be forgiven. Do you remember this
passage? This means that with regard to the history of the providence of restoration through
indemnity, we are in the Last Days. Whoever blasphemes against the Only Begotten Daughter, True
Mother shall find no salvation. You must understand this. We are in the Last Days. Do you



understand?

Therefore, please awaken people from their ignorance. You must teach them. Regarding the members
of the True Family, there have been some issues. They do not understand Heaven’s providence. One
of them claims to be the eldest son. I do not know whether the concept of eldest son is as strong in
Western culture but in Eastern culture, in particular in Confucianism, the concept of eldest son [is
strong.] The eldest son carries the family name. When the eldest son ascends to the spirit world, the
second or third son does not become the eldest. The line continues with the son of the eldest son; it is
that son’s responsibility. No matter how old the uncles may be, the ancestors should be attended by
attending the eldest son’s son as the center. This is the tradition of Eastern, of Confucian culture.

However, regarding Heaven’s providence, what is clear is that True Parents are True Parents of
Heaven, Earth and Humankind. There is no previous or future True Parents of Heaven, Earth and
Humankind. This means, there can be no concept of inheritor or successor. Do you understand?

With regards to carrying on the tradition of True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind, the person
standing in the position of eldest son can become a central figure in carrying on the tradition. In
simple terms, this son stands in a position akin to the High Priest. There are High Priests in each
nation; those among you who are responsible for a nation are the High Priests of that nation.
However, regarding the providence as a whole, when it comes to establishing the tradition centering
on True Parents, the eldest son’s line will carry this mission through the generations. Do you
understand what I mean?

Just as there is only one Heavenly Parent, there is only one True Parents of Heaven, Earth and
Humankind. Please remember this. Do you understand? Thank you. You are all truly wise and
sensible. I need to proudly speak of all of you once again.

To reiterate, there can be no confusion or side branches hampering us on the path we are taking;
please understand that there is only one path.

I have patiently waited and endured for a long time. I was born and grew as Heavenly Parent’s
daughter. This is why even if no one taught me the Divine Principle, I knew Heaven’s providence.
That is how I made a firm resolve at a young age. I became the subject [of the providence]. My
thought was that I will realize Heavenly Parent’s dream during my lifetime.
In the future, the Divine Principle will need many updates. What I mean is that theories from the
Completed Testament Age do not suffice. I spoke to all of you that I would build and prepare a
foundation that would enable all of humanity throughout the world to experience internally and
externally the achievements of True Parents, agree with True Parents and understand easily their
providence. Did I achieve this goal or not?

Furthermore, how would the world of peace that Heavenly Parent and humanity yearn for look like?
After resolving to make a model [for the world of peace] and expand this model, what happened to
the Cheonwon Complex? You all came to Korea for True Parent’s Birthday celebrations isn’t it? Each
year, the [Cheonwon Complex] will look different. I am working so hard; should you or should you
not expand Heaven’s foundation in your respective nations and throughout the world?



It is because I saw that potential [in America] that I suddenly came here. We shall realize the
restoration of the nation and the restoration of the world without fail! Isn’t that so?



Africa, In Heaven's Providence, Is a Continent Prepared to Unite With Mother

Hak Ja Han

January 20, 2018
True Parents' Victory Celebration for Africa Summit 2018

 It's nice to see you! Before I came outhere today, I wondered what the etymology of Africa was and
searched for it. Africa! I learned that Africa was called "Motherland" because it is the called the
cradle of civilization and that Africa means "light." Then Africa, according to heaven's providence, 
is a continent prepared to unite with Mother. You 
know True Parents. You are blessed families and blessed children who were blessed by True Parents.
Then should 
you know the Parents' language? Alternatively, will you continue 
to communicate in your own language? You must learn the parent's language. 
Therefore, I have given Sunmoon University scholarships to our second-generation members from
around the world to educate many 
of them haven't I? Those children, in four or six years will become global 
leaders who speak perfect Korean. 

In regards to Africa, the reason I chose Senegal, 
is because I met righteous people [(from) there] prepared by Heaven. 

By liberating Africa's painful past, I wish to raise them into a position where they can take
responsibility for Heaven's providence through the physical and spiritual worlds. Even in the world,
there is nothing a mother will not 
do for the happiness of her children. I am the True Mother of the cosmos. 

Today, in society, if you say "Africa," people think of a poor continent with low living standards and
various difficulties. Yet if we look at history, Africa is the cradle of Ancient Civilization. However,
the reason this flower could not bloom was because of the Fall. This was because we became fallen
human beings who were not qualified to meet Heavenly Parent, the center and the Creator. The
beginning and end of Heaven's providence is the same. Adam and Eve, whom God created to become
the first ancestor of humankind fell but God could not throw away the principles he had put in place at
the time of the Creation and begin again with new people. The providence had to continue according
the principles put in place at the Creation. This was why, in order to save fallen humankind, God had
no choice but to begin the providence of salvation and go through the sorrowful, lonely, and sad
providence of restoration through indemnity.

Today there are 7.4 billion people in the world but they all did not know the Creator God, the
Heavenly Parents' essence. The Christian providence continued for two thousand years but they do
not even know why Jesus had come. The providence continued through Christianity, which began with
the Pentecost experience of the Apostles. They had no center. There have been many mistakes and
errors made because [Christianity] waspassed down through people-oriented thought. One example is
that after Jesus' crucifixion, after 313 years the Roman Empire recognized Christianity and it spread



from the Italian Peninsula across Europe 
to Britain.

In the 17th century, King James had the bible translated from Hebrew into English and laymen could
begin to read the Bible. That is why the Puritan movement emerged so those who had been confined
under man-made systems could freely attend God. Thus, they set off to find a new land where they
could freely worship God. That land is now the United States. God blessed America. Why did God
bless America? This was because they had made the foundation for the returning Lord who had
promised to return.

Therefore, during the short time of 200 years America became a democratic world power.
 
Yet America is forgetting its essence. Many problems are arising -- the breakdown of the family,
juvenile delinquency, drug problems... America was becoming sick.

On top of that, they were being threatened by communism.
 
Heaven had prepared the great nation of America for 200 years! America should have been a nation
that lived not only for itself but for the world.
 
Yet America could not do this and when True Parents went to America because we are the True
Parents, we shed blood and tears for forty years for a movement to revive America.
 
Yet America did many wrongs to True Parents. Nevertheless, because True Parents are the True
Parents of all humankind, we forgave and gave America another chance. God blessed America as the
eldest son nation which could unite the global siblings.

In a family, the eldest son must unite his siblings and help them so they can fulfill their
responsibilities and become filial children to their parents. 
Yet today, what state is America in now? They must be taught again by True Parents.
 
Yetthe ACLC ministers from America who have a Christian background have come to life and they
have begun to take full responsibility as Heavenly Tribal Messiahs in their congregations. Earlier
Rev. Bakary Camara said that the Heavenly Tribal Messiah Movement in Africa is going well. This is
a good thing. The 7.5 billion people of the world longed for and wished dearly for the True Parents of
humankind! They are living at the same time as True Parents, yet how sorrowful will they be if they
go to spirit world not having met, nor seen, nor heard of True Parents! I went to Goree Island
yesterday. Missionaries who came from Europe to Africa in Christ's name forgot Christianity's
essence and became self-centered. 

Europeans colonized Africa for more than 500 years and didn't teach them. They stole the natural
resources Heaven had bestowed on Africa and because of differences in skin color they enslaved
them rather than treating them as humans. That they did allof this in the name of Christ truly pains my
heart as the True Mother.
 



Thus, even though it was difficult I went to Goree Island and felt I had to release the sorrow of the
many young Africans who had passed through this place. 

If you look at a riverside, there are pebbles. There are stones that are round with no edges and shine
very brightly. When I see your faces, I see that you are shining brightly. Through this, I can feel
another interesting aspect of God, the Creator. Now, Heavenly Parent's dream, humankind's dream is
being completed and concluded, but you cannot be the only ones who receive blessings. You must
know that the further you spread blessings, the greater your happiness will be. You cannot stop once
you become tribal messiahs, you all must become national messiahs through the highest leaders in
your nation. 

In order to do that, the young second-generation members here, must study hard and be prepared in all
respects for the future. They should strive in every respect to become united in heart with True
Mother during this age. The reality is that one world centered on Heavenly Parent, one human family,
can only be realized when we center ourselves on True Parents and attend them. Only through that can
you become filial children who can stand in Heavenly Parents' presence. Isn't this something we
should be grateful for? This is a happy thing! During these five days 
in Senegal, we held a historic event. 
We cannot stop with this and let this opportunity pass by.

Now that we have plowed the field, 
wemust sow seeds and have them take root. Then what must we do?
When we look at Africa, there must be a center. I have 
already selected a spot on this continent. Therefore, I have decided 
to create a headquarters which will play the central role for all of Africa, here in Senegal!



True Parents of Heaven, Earth, and Humankind's Blessing Ceremony for
Heavenly Africa and True Parents of Heaven, Earth, and Humankind's Prayer
for Africa's Liberation

Hak Ja Han

January 19, 2018
House of Slaves, Goree Island

Almighty Heavenly Parent, until now Heaven has gone through so much pain 
and suffering to restore fallen humankind, but you had to absolutely complete the ideal of creation.
 
Heavenly Parent! How many long days have passed as you worked hard and took a sorrowful course
to find your son and daughter? We know of the history that has pained Heaven many times because of
humankind's ignorance.
 
Heavenly Parent! Nevertheless, you never gave up on us. Thus, you were able to find the victorious
True Parents, for whom you had wished for so long. When all the people of the world are reborn
through the True Parents, there will be such 
happiness and delight on that day.

Heavenly Parent! The True Parents, True Mother, the only daughter of God, has come here today. You
sent Jesus to complete Heaven's providence. 
You embraced those who made it so that Jesus had nochoice but to be crucified.  Jesus prophesied
that he would return and Christianity began through the 
Pentecost. Yet Christianity did not know your deep will or Jesus' essence and they left a sorrowful
history here in Africa and on Gorée Island. Where 
didJesus' words of "Love your neighbor as yourself" go? The missionaries who came as Christians
forgot this essence when they came to Africa. How could they treat people in this way because of
differences in skin color? Please 
remember the people of Africa who have endured and waited for more than five hundred sorrowful
years.

Beloved Heavenly Parent! Today in the name of True Parents, I liberate the sorrowful spirits of Gorée
Island and through a spiritual workshop 
conducted by Heavenly Parent, they can be resurrected as good spirits and return to earth and be with
their descendants so that Africa can 
become an Africa that can realize the dream of one human family centered on Heavenly Parent and
become the light and lamp of the world. Let us 
cooperate enthusiastically to achieve a world of no more conflict, suffering, or war―one world of
complete harmony and unification centered on Heavenly Parent. I liberate and proclaim this in in 
the name of True Parents. Aju!



Moving Toward Heavenly Africa

Hak Ja Han

January 18, 2018
Opening Plenary of Africa Summit 2018 Keynote Address
Abdou Diouf International Conference Center 
Dakar, Senegal

Respected President Macky Sall, presidents of national assemblies, distinguished guests from all
across Africa, religious figures, traditional chiefs, members of IAPP: 

Today wehave gathered here to open a new chapter in history. You have gathered here at this historic
and eternal moment when Africa will be revealed to the world as heavenly Africa, which attends God
at its center. You know of the pyramids that rise towering over the desert near the Nile River, where
ancient 
civilizations arose. 

Even with the technological skills we have today 
we cannot verify how four thousand five hundred years ago they were able 
to bring stones greater than 140 cm. high across the desert to create 
this stone structure. Why did they build such a structure?

Through the ceaseless use of their original minds, human beings instinctively want to return to God.
More than they did their earthly life, they pursued the future and new life through rebirth and
resurrection. This also becomes proof that humankind today is not taking the normal path. God created
all things 
in heaven and on earth and then created the man and woman who would become humankind's first
ancestors. God gave them a time of growth so that through that time they would come to fulfill their
responsibilities. 

In summary, they should have grown looking toward God, aligned with God like a sunflower toward
the sun. They should have developed in this way until they could become humankind's first ancestors
and receive the Blessing. However, during this period they were unable to do this. That is the cause
of fallen 
humankind today. 

Yet God is an omniscient and omnipotent being. The beginning and the end must 
be the same. Therefore, God had no choice but to begin the bitter history 
of the providence of restoration 
through indemnity. How difficult and rough must that path have been that 
it took the long period of four thousand years to choose and then raise the Israelites until they had a
national foundation for Heaven to send Jesus, God's only son! 



Yet what happened? The Israelites could 
not become the foundation for Jesus Christ. Jesus had no choice but to go the way of the cross. 

At the crucifixion, a thief was on Jesus' left and another was on his right. The thief on the left taunted
Jesus. Seeing this, the thief on the left said, We have been condemned justly; we are getting what we
deserve for what we have done, but this man has done nothing wrong. Jesus said, Today you will be
with me in Paradise. Paradise! Jesus prophesied he would return. He said he would return to hold the
marriage banquet of the Lamb. Why did Jesus go to Paradise? Paradise is not heaven. It is like a
waiting room for going into heaven. This was why Jesus had to return. 

He had to return to meet God's only daughter and be in the position of True Parents. Fallen humankind
cannot be directly in God's presence on their own. I am saying they must be resurrected and reborn
through the True Parents. The two-thousand-year history of Christianity began with the Pentecost
experience of the apostles. Rome accepted Christianity in ad 313 and it then crossed Italy and
traversed Europe to the island of Britain. Thus, the Atlantic realm civilization began and people in the
nations around Britain headed 
out to the world. They set off in the name of Christ. However, they did not know Jesus' essence. They
did not know God properly. 

Therefore, in conclusion, they lived their lives not for others but lived lives of taking. I know that the
place that suffered most was the African continent. Those who set off in Christianity's name did not
educate the nations they colonized. In the end, they put their own benefit first and because of this, in
conclusion, the curtain came down on the Atlantic civilization era. Heaven has prepared for the
returning Messiah through a different people. That is Korea, the Republic of Korea, in Asia. There,
God's only daughter, whom God could call "my daughter," was born after six thousand years. With
that foundation and with Heaven's protection, in 1960, we became the True Parents. 

Yet, Christianity could not create the foundation. Just as two thousand years ago, during the time of
Jesus, Christians who have been waiting for two thousand long years know neither what they must do
in t he Last Days nor whom they were waiting for. In Genesis, it says, ''.And there was evening and
there was morning - the first day." Christians are still in the evening. They have been unable to greet
the morning.

Those who have been preparing for two thousand years for this moment, 
can you still not wake up from your sleep? The result and problem is that they knew neither God's
essence nor the Messiah Jesus Christ's essence. 

Christianity has made many mistakes during these two thousand years. From within the Christian
realm many denominations arose and Communism emerged. This was because they did not know the
center.
 
However, now, through my revealing the truths of Heaven's providential history, Africa will become
heavenly Africa that attends God, a proud nation that can stand in front of the world as a guiding
lamp. 



Today, with the heart of a True Parent, as True Mother, I have come to eradicate Africa's past pain
and begin a new history for Africa. This was why I chose this nation, Senegal. I have seen that
Heaven has prepared and raised righteous people for this particular time. I pray that you can deeply
feel that Heaven is with us. That is why, centered on Africa, I am opening a new era, the Pacific
civilization era, which entails a revolution of the culture by the heart of filial love. I pray that together
we can go forward toward creating a happy kingdom of heaven on earth where all human beings
attend Heavenly Parent as their center. 

Therefore, I am advocating a Peace Highway, which will travel from the south of Africa, from the
Cape of Good Hope, through Africa, Europe, Eurasia, and Asia, connecting all the way to Korea.
Through this, humankind will communicate and realize a kingdom of heaven on earth filled with
freedom, equality, peace,unification, and happiness, in which there is no need for war and there is
neither high nor low. 

Africa has much to do. I selected Africa as the priority. Today, when we look at the pollution and
destruction caused by people's ignorance, we feel there is no hope for humankind's future, which is
why I want Africa to return to its healthy state when God created it. Representatives from all nations,
do you agree? I pray and ask that you go forward to the day when we realize the dream of one human
family under God working hand in hand together with me and with all nations as brothers and sisters
in front of God
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